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A Russian history magazine featuring a 1939 caricature of Stalin in a wedding gown holding
hands with Hitler on its cover has sparked a backlash that led at least one Moscow bookstore
to pull the issue from its shelves.

The latest edition of the Diletant monthly featured a colorized U.S. cartoon criticizing the
Soviet Union’s signing of a non-aggression pact with Nazi Germany in the run-up to World
War II. Named the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact, the protocols divvied up land in Eastern Europe,
the Baltics and Finland between Soviet and Nazi spheres of influence.

“Folks, don’t look for this issue of Diletant at the Molodaya Gvardia [book] store,” tweeted
Alexei Venediktov, the magazine’s publisher and editor of popular opposition-leaning radio
station Ekho Moskvy.
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Ребята, не ищите этот номер Дилетанта в магазине «Молодая гвардия».
Они нам вернули журнал. Обложка их возмутила. А секретные протоколы
не возмущают.... покупайте в других книжных и киосках ��
pic.twitter.com/9wUpg8ORwr

— Алексей Венедиктов (@aavst) October 24, 2019

“They gave us back the magazine. The cover upset them,” Venediktov wrote Thursday,
quipping that “meanwhile, the secret protocols did not upset them.”

Adding to the controversy over the magazine cover, Moscow’s State Historical Museum
scrapped readings of the magazine scheduled for this week, Venediktov said Monday. 

Venediktov wrote that the museum deemed discussions of the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact
between the Soviet Union and Nazi Germany “extremely unethical ahead of Unity Day and in
the year of the 75th anniversary of Victory Day.”

Related article: Putin Says It’s ‘Cynical’ to Blame Stalin for World War II

The museum refused to comment on the issue, but media reports suggested it also fears
running afoul of Russia’s 2014 law banning the display of Nazi symbols.

President Vladimir Putin defended the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact after Russia annexed Crimea
in 2014, calling it Moscow’s response to being isolated and having its peace efforts snubbed by
Western nations.
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